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Qualitative survey data

• Doubts about official data have resulted in increased 
prominence being attached to qualitative data like the CBI 
surveys

• Additional interest focuses on the CBI survey because it is 
more timely than ONS data, although the cost of that 
timeliness is its qualitative nature

• Firms are asked a range of questions to which they provide 
categorical instead of quantitative answers; e.g., they are 
asked whether output has fallen, stayed the same or risen 
but not by how much it has changed

• Past studies of the relationship with official data have largely 
relied on comparisons between summary statistics from the 
CBI survey and aggregate data from the ONS, such as the 
percentage change in output



How “useful”/ “reliable” and “valuable” 
are qualitative survey data?

How “Useful” / “Reliable”?
• Firm-level comparison between the individual responses provided 

to the CBI with those collected by the ONS

• Identify the information content of the qualitative survey data by 
examining the consistency between these data and the 
quantitative data provided by the same firms to the ONS
– The claim that qualitative survey data are a reliable indicator at the 

macroeconomic level would be more reassuring if they are related to official 
data at the firm-level 

How “valuable”?
• Develop a means to assess the ability of the qualitative data to 

predict (or nowcast) the firm-level quantitative data
– Does conditioning on the qualitative survey data improve benchmark (“prior”) 

forecasts of the official data?



The ONS and CBI surveys

• ONS: Monthly Production Inquiry
– Firms provide quantitative information on their turnover 

values each month
– Basis for the monthly Index of Production

• CBI: Industrial Trends Survey
– Asks many questions. Only some of its questions are 

‘verifiable’ (testable against official data)
• “Excluding seasonal variations, what has been the trend 

over the past four months with regard to volume of 
output?”. Firms reply “up”, “same” or “down” (and “not 
applicable”)



The Matched Micro-level MPI / ITS 
Dataset
• In total, across the 5 years (2000m1-2004m12), 807 

firms gave at least one contemporaneous response to 
both the ITS and MPI surveys
– Over the five years 2584 firms were sampled at least once by 

the CBI – represents a match rate against the ITS of 31%

• There is considerable attrition in the matched dataset, 
reflecting both sample rotation particularly of small firms 
and a firm not replying to one or both of the surveys

• It would be strange if from two “random” samples we 
picked up firms that were either particularly good or bad 
at replying to the ITS



Statistical issues

• The MPI data are not seasonally adjusted while 
respondents to the ITS report “after taking seasonal 
effects into account”
– We consider the inclusion of seasonal dummies in our 

models

• Outliers in the MPI data
– 5% Winsorisation on each of the upper and lower tails of 

the distribution

• The turnover data are deflated at the 4 digit level to 
produce figures in volume terms



Econometric modelling

Consider the general “noise” model where 
we remain agnostic about what constitutes 
the “signal”

where      is the underlying ITS response and             
where     is the level of 

turnover for firm i at time t
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Modelling and hypothesis testing

• Ordered random-effects probit models are estimated
– Pick up state dependence with dummies
– Time dummies and seasonal dummies were jointly 

statistically insignificant

• For the qualitative survey data to be clearly “useful”, 
or contain a signal about the quantitative data we 
expect to reject:

• When a firm follows the CBI’s instructions and looks 
no more than 4 (now 3) months back we expect:



A quantitative indicator of firm-level 
output growth
• To assess if any signal in the ITS data has value to 

economists, we construct an early indicator of the 
quantitative data based on the qualitative data. Via 
Bayes’ theorem the mean of the posterior density 
(k=0,1,..) 

• The value of Dit-k rests on comparison against the 
prior density:



The mechanics…



Signal or noise? Micro data (top panel) and 
macro data (85m1-07m12 - bottom panel)



Preferred ordered probit model and 
hypothesis tests

Signal or noise? P-values



The ITS as an early indicator of firm-level 
MPI data



Predictive performance of qualitative 
survey data at the macro-level



Conclusion

• The qualitative retrospective output question from the CBI is 
tested against quantitative ONS data at the firm-level

• There is a signal in the firm-level ITS data: the ITS data are 
plainly related to the responses the same firms give to the 
MPI
– Strongest signal about growth 2-3 months ago
– Firms follow the CBI’s instructions and look no more than 4 months 

back
• But conditioning autoregressive forecasts of the MPI data on 

contemporaneous values of the ITS data does not improve 
inference

• Nevertheless, the statistical links we observe do raise 
confidence in the information content of those data which 
have no counterpart in official surveys



Disclaimer
• This work contains statistical data from ONS 

which is Crown copyright and reproduced 
with the permission of the controller of 
HMSO and Queen’s Printer for Scotland. The 
use of the ONS statistical data in this work 
does not imply the endorsement of the ONS 
in relation to the interpretation or analysis of 
the statistical data. This work uses research 
datasets which may not exactly reproduce 
National Statistics aggregates.
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